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The Tube Torrent Download is a tiny and portable software application that you can use to set up encrypted tunnels and transmit data from a client (like a web server or an email client) to a remote server (like a proxy server) in a secured environment via SSH. It offers support for Mozilla Firefox, Thunderbird, Opera, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Outlook, POP3, IMAP, SMTP, and others. No installation needed Thanks to the fact
that there is no setup pack involved, you can drop the program files in any part of the hard drive and just click the executable to launch The Tube Cracked Version. Another possibility is to keep it stored on a USB flash drive to directly run it on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. Plus, it doesn't modify Windows registry settings. Non-intrusive app with systray minimization Once launched, it creates an icon in

the taskbar notifications area and gets minimized there. This way, it facilitates SSH connections in a non-intrusive manner, without showing notifications or performing other actions which would interrupt your normal PC activity. Seamlessly create and manage SSH connections and tunnels The interface is quite intuitive, permitting even less experienced users to quickly figure out the works of The Tube. You can get started by
creating a new SSH connection in a wizard, by specifying a SSH host and port, user login and password, along with the preferred encryption algorithm between Blowfish, AES and 3DES. The Tube lets you set up as many SSH connections was you want, edit their properties from the main application window, remove any one of them from the list if you change your mind, as well as easily turn them on and off with one click.

Similarly, you can set up tunnels by entering the local and remote port together with the remote host, edit these parameters later, delete any entry, and toggle their activation status. Evaluation and conclusion We haven't come across any stability issues in our tests, since the app didn't hang, crash or prompt error messages. It had a good response time to user commands and used low CPU and RAM. To conclude, The Tube delivers a
speedy, effective and easy-to-use method for creating SSH connections to send encrypted data over the Internet, and it can be handled by anyone with ease. Too bad that it hasn't been updated for a while. Technical Info: · Total size: 283 KB · File type: 7-Zip archive Actualizare 04
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The Tube is a tiny and portable software application that you can use to set up encrypted tunnels and transmit data from a client (like a web server or an email client) to a remote server (like a proxy server) in a secured environment via SSH. It offers support for Mozilla Firefox, Thunderbird, Opera, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Outlook, POP3, IMAP, SMTP, and others. No installation needed Thanks to the fact that there is no
setup pack involved, you can drop the program files in any part of the hard drive and just click the executable to launch The Tube. Another possibility is to keep it stored on a USB flash drive to directly run it on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. Plus, it doesn't modify Windows registry settings. Non-intrusive app with systray minimization Once launched, it creates an icon in the taskbar notifications area

and gets minimized there. This way, it facilitates SSH connections in a non-intrusive manner, without showing notifications or performing other actions which would interrupt your normal PC activity. Seamlessly create and manage SSH connections and tunnels The interface is quite intuitive, permitting even less experienced users to quickly figure out the works of The Tube. You can get started by creating a new SSH connection
in a wizard, by specifying a SSH host and port, user login and password, along with the preferred encryption algorithm between Blowfish, AES and 3DES. The Tube lets you set up as many SSH connections was you want, edit their properties from the main application window, remove any one of them from the list if you change your mind, as well as easily turn them on and off with one click. Similarly, you can set up tunnels by
entering the local and remote port together with the remote host, edit these parameters later, delete any entry, and toggle their activation status. Evaluation and conclusion We haven't come across any stability issues in our tests, since the app didn't hang, crash or prompt error messages. It had a good response time to user commands and used low CPU and RAM. To conclude, The Tube delivers a speedy, effective and easy-to-use

method for creating SSH connections to send encrypted data over the Internet, and it can be handled by anyone with ease. Too bad that it hasn't been updated for a while. Opinion Software application The user must be able to use the program with minimum training Ease 6a5afdab4c
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Create and manage secure tunnels and secure SSH connections in a single, tiny, portable and light-weight software. The Tube Key Features: Simple, intuitive interface Works seamlessly with Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Thunderbird, Opera and other browsers Create new SSH connections, edit, remove or activate any one of them Edit connection settings in a wizard manner Set up multiple tunnels or secure SSH connections
Use Blowfish, AES or 3DES encryption algorithms Choose from the supported platforms: Win-Mac Installs easily onto the hard disk or USB flash drive Works with the default SSH toolkit and the OpenSSH executable Important Note: This app is no longer being supported Updated: Reviewed on May 5, 2019 Total Commander Classic is an open source file manager and file manager replacement, which can be used as an external
or internal hard drive, USB stick, and CD/DVD drive replacement or as an FTP client. Total Commander Classic Description Total Commander Classic is an open source file manager and file manager replacement, which can be used as an external or internal hard drive, USB stick, and CD/DVD drive replacement or as an FTP client. The software operates as a file manager or a file manager replacement in case a user wants
something more than a basic file manager like Norton Commander for instance. Total Commander Classic has two main features: The file manager and the file manager replacement. The file manager part of the app has a browsing and file management capabilities. It displays the file system hierarchy, which can be navigated using the file tree, folders and drives, file operations like copy, move, delete, move to, and renaming, etc.,
and it also supports commands like Undo, Copy, Cut, Paste, etc., supported by Windows. The file manager part is complemented with a backup manager, where you can open and close backups, restore and restore one or many backups at once, and handle the open backups. The file manager replacement part of the app offers the possibility to create and open shortcuts directly from the file manager, thus replacing the need to open
directory files, and the file manager is complemented with a clipboard manager and a rich text editor and word processor. Supported File Types Total Commander supports the following file types:.iso,.tar,.txt,.exe,.exe.sfx,.com,.bat,.cdr,.class,.ccd,.vsi

What's New In?

The Tube lets you securely send encrypted mail (POP3/IMAP) or access remote websites (HTTP, HTTPS) through an SSH connection. Plus, you can use encryption to make sure no one sniffs out your login information. It's ideal for accessing websites that aren't accessible publicly or for using public computers (such as WiFi hotspots, hotel networks and coffee shops). It works with any device with an SSH client (including
Windows, Mac and Linux) and supports Blowfish, AES and 3DES. The Tube Benefits: * Simple to create and manage secure connections * Fast response time * No intrusive host notification * Free and open source software How to install and use The Tube: * Open the folder containing the downloaded program and copy the exe file to its folder * Drag The Tube to the taskbar notifications area and press the "Start" button *
Configure your host by entering the SSH hostname, remote port and login/password * Enter any custom information if needed * Edit existing fields or create new ones * Create a tunnel when you want to send data from the client to the remote server * Configure tunnel connection properties in the main application window * Remove tunnel connection and save the list * Turn off tunnels on demand with one click * Edit tunnel
properties from the main application window How to uninstall The Tube: * Remove the folder containing The Tube exe * Select "Programs and Features" from the Windows Control Panel and uninstall The Tube from there * Restart your PC TheTubeR Jul 27, 2015 5 Awesome Ahmad Albatish Jul 26, 2015 Thank you so much very nice! Ravinder Jun 30, 2015 4 Very good Ajay Rai Jun 29, 2015 5 Perfect aditya Jun 29, 2015 5
there is no such application like this... Prakash May 14, 2015 4 Great app Developer of The Tube? Thank you for making this app. On the Windows 7 version of this app I could not select multiple connections using the Ctrl-click. So when I was trying to add multiple connections using Ctrl+click in Windows 7, the app added one connection but the rest of the connections disappeared. This behaviour was different on Windows 10
where Ctrl+click supported multiple
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System Requirements For The Tube:

Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Mac OS X 10.4 or higher Graphic Card: NVIDIA GeForce 9600M GS / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT / NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX Intel Core i3 or AMD Athlon 64 Processor: 2.4 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 5 GB free space (except for installation and launcher) How to Play / Download the game: In the Steam client,
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